Abstract-A new method for optical bandpass filters using macro bending approach is proposed. The proposed optical bandpass filter leverages on bending loss of higher order modes for shorter wavelengths. For longer wavelengths, the filter banks on fiber bending loss as the fundamental mode 'tail' is lost in the cladding. The combination of wavelength dependent loss at longer and shorter wavelength gives rise to the optical bandpass filter characteristics. We report both simulation and experimental results, which demonstrates agreement in the spectral response.
I. INTRODUCTION
Properties of optical band pass filter have attracted tremendous interest due to its importance in light wave system applications [1] [2] [3] . Most of existing optical band pass filters is categorized based on all-fiber spectral filters and device base filters. All-fiber optical filters have benefit of being easily integrated into a fiber-optic link exhibit low losses and lower back reflections. Several all-fiber band pass filters have been proposed including fused taper coupler [4] , dissimilar core fiber coupler [5] , dual-core [6] , and triple-fiber couplers [7] which are based on the mode coupling phenomenon. Exchange Bragg reflection between two strongly coupled dissimilar waveguides lead to tunable and narrow pass band fiber Bragg grating (FBG) filter has also been proposed [8] . The acousto-optic tunable filters (ATOF) [10] utilizes interaction of optical waves and acoustic waves. Microfiber loop resonator is another method for tunable bandpass all-fiber filter, reported by [10] . Despite the advantages of all-fiber, tunable and narrow pass band, these filters are somewhat complex and localized. [10] .
In this research work, a novel distributed and continuous filtering mechanism along the fiber using macro bending is proposed. The proposed optical bandpass filter leverages on macro-bending loss of higher order modes for shorter wavelengths. Subsequently, for longer wavelengths, the filter banks on fiber bending loss as the fundamental mode 'tail' is lost in the cladding [11] . A larger mode field diameter in longer wavelengths leads to a loose confinement in the fiber core and causes higher bending loss. For shorter wavelengths below the cut-off wavelength, higher order modes will be excited. Since the higher order modes' peak power distribution is closer to the core-cladding border, results in higher bending loss. This results in a wavelength dependent loss. This creates a high loss at wavelengths shorter than low -3dB cut-off wavelength, L . Subsequently, results in high loss for wavelengths longer than upper -3dB cut-off wavelength, u . The characteristics of the proposed optical bandpass filter can be tuned according to bending radius, fiber numerical aperture and fiber core diameter [12] . This proposed filter has the advantages since the filter works without additional components. In the application of broad band filtering, flexible wavelength band pass filtering, the proposed filter is found to be very useful. Furthermore the ability to incorporate Rare Earth ions is the pronounce feature of this proposed filter since it facilitates distributed filtering effect along the fiber. The distributed filtering mechanism can lead to gain enhancements in several types of amplifier as it has been reported previously [13] . Firstly, we present our optical band pass filter mechanism using fiber bending loss then followed by comprehensive, spectrally and spatially resolved numerical model of the macro bending effects on single mode and multimode fibers. Subsequently, optimization on numerical aperture, fiber core diameter and bending radius for appropriate optical band pass filter ranges is presented.
II. FILTER DESIGN
An optical band pass filter is designed to pass a specific range of wavelength. It can be designed by combining the properties of optical low pass and high pass filter into a single filter. The bandwidth of the filter is simply the difference between the upper ( u ) and lower ( L ) 3-dB cutoff wavelengths as shown in Fig.1 . The dashed line in Fig. 1 indicates the transmission profile of an optical band pass filter. The solid line indicates the loss profile of the optical band pass filter.
Taking the optical band pass filter mechanism using macro bending, one can then design the filter accordingly. Firstly, the -20 dB lower cut-off wavelength A is selected. The loss at this region is provided by fiber bending loss of higher order modes. The value A is influenced by fiber numerical aperture (NA), core diameter and bending radius [14] . Then a -20 dB upper cut-off wavelength is repre loss at this region is provided by fiber be fundamental mode. At longer waveleng leads to higher bending loss. Again, influenced by fiber NA, core diameter an [14] . At bandpass peak wavalength B , the in fundamental mode with minimal loss. Based on required design above ,at A an achieve -20 dB loss and B allow the max These critiria can be achieved by designin higher order modes at A and fundamenta higher MFD. In order to determine the nu specific wavelength in a step-index fibe frequency V,is determined. When V is b one mode (LP 01 ) can be guided. In this report, we use the cur been developed by Marcuse to the bending effect in the singl to Marcuse, the total loss of a pure bending loss and transiti between the quasi-mode of fundamental mode of the stra agrees well with our experim single-mode fiber. However complex and asymmetric struct In this report, an alternative predicting higher order mode beam propagation method (BP conformal mapping technique [ Figure 3 shows the calculat different wavelengths of 800n standard optical fiber. The ins field distribution of the fundam and second order mode LP 11 at bent fiber. The core diameter For the case of the bent fiber, t 20 mm. The LP01 mode at sh is relatively unaffected compar 1460 nm has a smaller MFD, which then tightly confines the the MFD is 22.461 μm, w confinement [11] . Higher MFD (μm) (μm) ) ) ng fiber NA and core diameter for the dpass filter.
III. RESULTS AN
rvature loss formula that has o predict the loss imposed by e mode fiber [15] . According macro bent fiber includes the ion loss caused by mismatch the bending fiber and the aight fiber [14] . This method mental results for macro-bent it does not consider more tures such as multimode fiber. e to analytical formulae for es bend loss which uses the PM) in conjunction with the [16] is utilized in the model. ND DISCUSSION ted fiber bend loss results at nm, 1460nm and 1800nm in set displays transversal mode mental mode LP 01 at 1800nm t 800 nm for straight fiber and is 7.3 m and NA is 0.0927. the effective bending radius is horter wavelength of 1460 nm red to 1800 nm. The signal at calculated to be 13.971 μm, e light in the core. At 1800 nm, which leads to poor light D at longer wavelength leads to higher bending loss [16] as the fibe reduces. The LP 11 mode at shorter wavele highly affected compared to both 1460 nm 800 nm, the LP 11 modes' peak power dis to the core-cladding border, resulting in and subsequently higher bending loss [1 bending radius reduces. Fiber loss spectrum for selected point a core diameter of 5.5 μm is presented at Fi diameter is set at 14 mm. As expected from diagram there is a very high loss at wave 700 nm and zero loss at 1000 nm wave spectrum at longer wavelength for three diameters between 10 mm to 16 mm is dem of Fig. 4 . For bending diameters of 10mm and 16 mm, the high pass wavelength ( U ) nm, 1100 and 1200 nm are achieved res bending diameter causes higher portion coupled into the cladding layer, which in losses and change the high pass wavelengt of 1000 nm, 1050 spectively. Higher of guided modes n turn increase the th ( U ) values = 0.14, core diameter resents the fiber loss ding diameter thesis, the spectral h specification of m 50 nm [17] in bent and unbent condition was order to get spectral response, 40 dBm input power was injec from fiber loss spectrum, there wavelengths shorter than the cu wavelengths longer than 950nm bigger MFD leads to exponen response. At bending radius of observed at wavelengths long agreement with fiber loss spect A new method for optical b bending approach has been characterization A , B , C wav The high loss at shorter wave wavelength of B in high pas bending of multimode prop optimized by fiber numeric diameter. The loss at longer wa fiber bending loss of single mo higher signal mode field dia higher loss at bending situation shorter wavelength indicates confined to the fiber center an leakage when fiber is bent. Th from criteria map of waveleng bending diameter have been desirable c . s demonstrated in Figure 4 . In the white light source withcted to the fiber. As expected e is a high loss of -30 dBm at ut-off wavelength 910 nm. At m for 10mm bending diameter, ntial decrease in the spectral f 14 mm, the same decrease is ger than 1100 nm. This is in trum as shown in Figure 5 .
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